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I use iMeasure to monitor my home energy consumption 

so I can look at ways to reduce my impact 

Climate Week! 

People & Planet 

Lighting: Automation for automation’s sake is not 

a good idea. If we use automation, it must be 

intelligent e.g. Lighting vs sunlight and leaving 

options for students who prefer less lighting. 

Running courses on sustainability 

as part of degree programmes 

Reducing energy use 

Educating people about the problem 

Encouraging other universities to invest in CHP. 

Leading other universities. 

Building CHP infrastructure for more 

efficient electricity and heating 

A lot of talking… 

Joining forces with other institutions locally 

Community Combined Heat and 

Power saves energy, CO2 and cash! 

Attracting people who care about the future, need 

to get them together to plan it! 

Putting heating and lights on only when rooms are in use 

Not linking up with academic teaching 

enough! Need more relevant practical 

seminars – we have experts hidden here! 

Many nationally linked grassroots organisations 

Building a wave power facility at KB 

Travelling by train rather than flying (but 

international conferences are still a problem 

– should we have fewer of them?) 

What are we doing about 

climate change now? 
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What do we want our University to 

be like in 10 years? 

University’s investments moved out of fossil 

fuels and into renewables 

Sustainability fully integrated into a truly cross-

disciplinary curriculum and learning experience 

Social responsibility being a core 

part of the student experience 

University to be an adviser to go out 

there to other institutions who are 

swallowing power e.g. City of Edinburgh 

Council 

Senior admin committed to conservation, recycling 

and green energy. Don’t rely on the consumers nor 

let industry decide 

Edinburgh being innovative and leading the way in 

sustainable, low carbon campus sites 

Horizontal theme of sustainability across the 

curriculum 

Better than carbon neutral 

Every course to do one class per 

semester related to sustainability and 

climate change 

World-leading solutions provider 
Students must retain choice e.g. in lighting needs (either 

manually switchable or dimmers or motion sensored) 

Achieve our target of producing 3% less CO2 each year 

Community-owned energy from renewable sources 

Put allotments in George Square Gardens 

Car free campuses (Edinburgh) 

All buildings connected to the CHP 

Greener! More green space and environmental 

awareness among students and staff 

A zero waste University where rich people envy students and people 

who are happy and skilled in re-using 

Clear plan for carbon neutrality by 2030 

Permaculture food forest on campus used for 

teaching, community space, and food production 

More students knowing about/being interested 

in/doing something about climate change 

As a student of Napier, I would like to see 

my University take as much initiative about 

climate change as Edinburgh 

All of the Uni and EUSA’s food to be 

sustainably sourced, appropriately priced, 

ethical, healthy and delicious 

SHRUB a huge success, larger summer 

storage, and all freshers arriving with 

minimal stuff (lowering carbon impact) 

Full student body engagement in Climate Week 

Comprehensive programme of events (cultural, social, supportive 

etc.) for all overseas (and home) students over all breaks 

advertised in prospectus and on campus so they have options 

other than returning home (and know before buying flights!) 

All food sold at Uni organic, Fairtrade with a strong 

emphasis on seasonal and local food. Compost bins at all 

Uni accommodation. Less paper used in general 

More cooperative and 

collaborative, less competitive 

More support to organisations like 

Transition and SHRUB and Hearty 

Squirrel. A hub for encouraging 

student engagement 

An ecologically and social sustainable university 

community – zero waste, minimising its 

consumption and environmental impact 

Integrated staff and student communities of action 

Every course to have a sustainability element in it 

High student involvement in ethical 

and environmental issues 

All food to be eaten/composted/recycled 

rather than sent to landfill or wasted 

Composting at Uni of food waste etc. 

More closed loop systems on campus 

Our University to be a World leader in sustainability 


